
MOVING TO AUSTRALIA

Find out how to move to Australia on the InterNations GO! website. Get answers to your moving questions in our
comprehensive relocation guide.

Full-time employment grew by 17, in December alone - the 14th consecutive monthly gain in employment. In
the past years, the Australian economy was flourishing. Cricket bats and rugby balls practically flow through
their veins. These will be specified in your visa application form. Whatever your motivation is for moving to
Australia, you will be pleased to know that many of its major cities consistently rank in the top 30 for quality
of life in internationally held surveys. The city is famously relaxed and offers a diverse mix of leisure
activities. Australia is still the most popular destination outside the UK for emigrants from Ireland, but the
numbers are falling. Skills shortages The good news is that there are more than occupations on the Skilled
Occupations List. The economy continues to perform strongly, with significant increase in jobs and growth,
and marks the 27th year without recession. This, in turn, leads to a high demand for skilled professionals such
as doctors, nurses, teachers, social workers, etc. Australia can be divided into six climatic zones: the hot humid
zone in the northern coastal regions a thin strip of warm humid climate on the eastern coast a hot dry zone
with warm winters in the northern inland areas a hot dry zone with cooler winters in the southern inland areas
and parts of the west coast the temperate zone with warm summers and cool winters on the south coast the
cool temperate zone of Tasmania and small parts of New South Wales and Victoria with warm summers and
cold winters Another point worth considering is whether to make use of the services offered by one of the
many professional migration agencies or consultancies. More Expat Destinations in Australia Brisbane
Brisbane in Queensland has been popular with expats and international business for many years. With nearly
50 million of them hopping through the outback, their effect on the ecosystem can be pretty damaging. Where
to Go If you are moving to Australia on an expat assignment or already have a job offer in a specific city,
please skip this section. They like to know everything about their coffee, from where it was produced to the
middle name of the man who picked it. We should also mention the national obsession with tennis.
Employment throughout Australia is projected to increase in nearly all major industries up to May  Add some
beach water sports to the mix and you can see that Australia is the perfect place for sport lovers, or even sport
likers. Do like the Aussies and check realestate. If you possess skills that are currently in demand on the
Australian labor market, you will also need to pass a test by scoring a minimum number of points. However,
recently the Australian economy has been having issues. This type of visa allows employers to sponsor
qualified expats to fill vacancies within their company that cannot be filled by Australian applicants. Mining
industry Having slowed considerably over the last few years, the mining industry is set to bounce back in 
Discover all the visas that are eligible for visa nomination: Skilled migration visas. As of 1 July , every
potential immigrant must follow these steps: They need to have their professional qualifications recognized. In
the last minute of you reading this article, a factory in New South Wales has churned out more than Tim
Tams. Experienced doctors are also sought, with a shortage of 2, predicted by  The SkillSelect database is also
accessible to state governments and individual employers, who can support you as a potential visa candidate
as well.


